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ABSTRACT 
Accurate sea-ice segmentation from satellite synthetic aperture 
radar (SAR) images plays an important role for understanding 
the interactions between sea-ice, ocean and atmosphere in the 
Arctic. Processing sea-ice SAR images are challenging due to 
poor spatial resolution and severe speckle noise. In this paper, 
we present a multi-stage method  for the sea-ice SAR image 
segmentation, which includes edge-preserved filtering for pre-
processing, k-means clustering for segmentation and 
conditional morphology filtering for post-processing. As such, 
the effect of noise has been suppressed and the under-
segmented regions are successfully corrected. 
 
Index Terms² Sea ice image segmentation; satellite synthetic 
aperture radar; edge-preserved filtering; k-means clustering; 
conditional morphology filtering; remote sensing.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Sea-ice floe size distribution (FSD) is an important sea-ice 
parameter [1]. In winter sea ice normally forms continuous sheet of 
ice without apparent distinctive floes. As spring/summer melting 
approaches, the sheet of ice starts to be broken up into distinctive 
floes, mainly due to winds and ocean waves/swells. The degree of 
fragmentation of sea ice is not only dependent on external forcings 
(such as winds and waves) but also sea-ice properties itself (such 
as ice thickness and type). Rapid fragmentation of sea ice is 
expected to accelerate melting and summer sea ice minimum, yet 
more quantitate analysis of sea-ice fragmentation processes is still 
lacking, mainly due to very limited FSD data available from 
satellite data.   
As optical and infrared sensors suffer from illumination and 
other environmental conditions, satellite synthetic aperture radar 
(SAR) has been widely used in monitoring sea ice as they are not 
limited by those factors. One of the primary reasons is that SAR is 
able to see through cloud and darkness, thus has been widely 
applied in a number of remote sensing applications. In this context 
accurate retrieval of FSD from SAR images is vital [2]. However, 
sea-ice SAR image segmentation has been always a challenging 
problem, mainly due to the limited spatial resolution, severe 
speckle noise and lack of features. 
Various approaches have been proposed for SAR sea ice 
segmentation, such as image thresholding [2], data clustering [3], 
watershed and its variations [4, 10], edge-based techniques [5], 
feature fusion and learning [6], region growing [1, 7-9] and kernel 
graph-cut [11]. For threshold-based approaches, local/global 
thresholds are derived from histogram analysis for image 
segmentation. However, the segmented results can be severely 
affected by the presence of noise in the SAR images, which is also 
a common problem for edge based approaches. For feature and 
clustering based approaches, including region-growing, graph cut 
and watershed, they are less affected by noise as they consider 
more the local consistency of the pixels. However, due to 
inconsistency of reginal distribution, they may lead to under 
segmentation or over-segmentation of the images. 
In summary, due to the challenging problems in terms of poor 
spatial resolution and heavy speckle noise, existing techniques 
show drawbacks and cannot deal properly the data for accurate 
segmentation of these SAR sea ice images, especially in detecting 
the boundaries and separating touch floes. As such, a multi-stage 
approach is proposed and presented in the paper to address these 
problems.  
 
2. THE APPROACH 
 
The proposed multi-stage processing approach include the 
following three key stages: pre-processing, clustering based 
segmentation, and conditional morphological filtering as post-
processing. As most SAR images contain the multiplicative noise 
known as speckle, the pre-processing step involves filtering the 
image using adaptive filters to remove the speckle noise before 
segmentation. We have used the adaptive median (AM) filter for 
this purpose, where local statistics within a filter window is used to 
mark a pixel as speckle noise and remove/reduce the speckle noise 
present in an image. As in general median filtering can remove the 
noise whilst preserving the edges, it can significantly improve the 
effectiveness of segmentation. We have compared our results with 
other popular speckle filtering techniques such as the Lee filter and 
Bilateral filter, and found that the AM filter is one of the most 
efficient techniques yet it can produce results comparable to other 
more complicated filters.  
For image segmentation, K-means based pixel clustering is 
employed for its popularity as an unsupervised data clustering 
technique. The algorithm partitions/clusters a given set of data into 
k clusters depending on the least squared distance of each point 
IURPWKDWFOXVWHU¶VFHQWURLG.-means is an iterative process, which 
continually estimates the least squared distance from the cluster 
centroid and re-DVVLJQV WKH GDWD LQWR WKHVH µk¶ FOXVWHUV XQWLO WKH
process is stabilized.  
In our case, we simply set k=2, which correspond to sea ice and 
the water background, respectively. When a boundary can be 
clearly defined in the image, i.e. the contrast between two regions 
that should be separated are high, the segmentation results are 
satisfactory. However, due to the variations in terms of intensity 
and effect of noise, the results from K-means can be poor when the 
contrast of the adjacent regions is low. As a result, this has led to 
under-segmentation problem, where sea ice regions cannot be 
separately segmented from the water background. Another 
situation is the failure segmentation of two sea ice regions when 
the water boundary between them is thin, due to limited degree of 
melting.  
To address these under-segmentation problems, morphological 
filtering is usually utilized to further separate sea ice floes [1, 3]. 
However, applying morphological filtering to the segmented 
images can degrade the detected boundaries due to the opening and 
 
  
  
Fig. 1. One original image (top-left, © DLR), the result after our median filtering based pre-processing (top-right) and the segmented 
results using k-means (k=2) (the bottom row). 
 
closing operations used and result in inaccurate floe size 
distribution analysis. To this end, we propose to use conditional 
morphological filtering where the opening and closing are only 
applied to the identified candidate areas of the segmented regions 
rather than onto the whole image.  
Actually, some assumptions are used to identify such candidate 
areas: one is the concave property along the detected boundary, 
where a single sea ice block should be convex otherwise it may 
indicate under-segmentation of two sea ice regions. Another 
assumption is the size, where short boundary between two large 
sea ice regions can indicate possible under-segmentation, which is 
further identified using distance transform. Afterwards, based on 
the size and even orientation of the detected short boundary, a 
morphological filter is implemented adaptively and applied to the 
candidate area to further segment the image. This has successfully 
avoided distorting the segmented results and also saved the vast of 
processing time. Relevant results are reported in the next section 
for comparisons. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Correction of under-segmented regions using conditional morphological filtering as highlighted in the green boxes, where 
blue boxes refer to those fail to be corrected. 
3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
 
The image we used was selected for TerraSAR-X single-pol 
StripMap (SM) image, taken on 2 August, 2014 (16:58 UTC). The 
pixel size is 1.25m/pixel and the full image size is about 25k by 
48k pixels. The bit depth has been converted to 16 though the 
original intensity is up to 464k (about 19bits). For the effect of 
better visualization, results from a small portion of the image are 
shown in this section to illustrate how the proposed algorithm 
works. 
Fig. 1 gives one original image and the results after pre-
processing and corresponding segmented results using k-means. 
For easy comparison, the boundaries extracted from segmented 
regions are overlaid on the grey-scale image for comparison. As 
can be seen, due to severe noise, from the unfiltered image we 
cannot produce any meaningful segmentation. However, simply 
using the median filter has significantly improved the results of 
segmentation where most boundaries have been extracted. 
However, there are quite a few under-segmented areas as 
highlighted in Fig. 1 (see in the bottom-right image). 
To deal with the under-segmentation problem and separation 
of touch floes, we applied the conditional morphological filtering 
as post-processing, and the results are shown in Fig. 2. As can be 
seen, most touch floes have been successfully separated by the 
introduced post-processing stage without damaging the accuracy of 
other boundaries. However, there are still some touch floes that 
cannot be separated, which are either due to the large gap between 
the touch floes or a number of melting ponds in between them. 
How to deal with such more complicated cases will be further 
investigated in the future. 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
A multi-stage approach is proposed in this paper for SAR sea 
ice segmentation and touch floe separation. With adaptive median 
filtering used as pre-processing, speckle noise has been suppressed 
with edges preserved. Using K-means for pixel clustering based 
segmentation, the results are generally satisfactory though having 
difficulty in dealing with regions of low contrast between water 
and sea ice. Finally, the proposed conditional morphological 
filtering has successfully separated touch floes and overcome the 
under-segmentation problem for more accurate segmentation and 
floe size distribution analysis of SAR sea ice images. Future work 
for more accurate segmentation is to combine several new 
approaches such as sparse representation [12], deep learning 
[13, 14] and singular spectrum analysis [14, 15]. 
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